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Leveraging AI and Human Insights in Email Security

Powerful protection
Address 100% of the phishing problem in one single platform

Simple efficiency
Reduce the amount of time needed to fight phishing by up to 90%

Adapt to emerging threats
Reinforce AI with real-time human insights to guard against emerging
phishing threats

Phishing remains the top threat vector in enterprises and
is expected to increase in velocity, volume, and variety.
Traditional email security tools like Secure Email Gateways
(SEGs) can't keep up with today's advanced threats.
And unfortunately, detecting and remediating threats is
time-consuming and manual, and building an effective
awareness culture is challenging.

IRONSCALES is the leading cloud email security platform
for the enterprise and the industry's only solution that uses
AI and human insights (HI) to stop advanced phishing.
Its award-winning, self-learning platform continuously
detects and remediates attacks like BEC, ATO, and VIP
impersonation that bypass traditional security solutions.
Powerful, simple, and adaptive, IRONSCALES helps
enterprises reduce risk, boost security team efficiency,
and increase cybersecurity awareness.
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The Industry's Only Email Security
Platform Combining AI and
Human Insights

Over 10,000 customers are protecting their organizations from
advanced phishing threats by: AI

Human Insights

• Reducing the effort to detect and remediate phishing threats using
AI-powered phishing protection that automatically detects and quarantines
polymorphic attacks across the entire organization

• Analyzing communications to create a social graph for each user to
understand the writing style and who they communicate with

• Automatically grouping and remediating similar threats across your entire
organization to address polymorphic attacks

• Ensuring that employees are a strong line of defense with access to more
than 100 different security awareness training video

• Regularly testing employee’s security awareness by quickly launching
prebuilt recommended phishing simulation testing campaigns based on
seasonal trends, current threats, and more

• Reinforcing awareness by alerting employees of potential threats with
dynamic, straightforward email banners

• Empowering employees to participate in the fight against phishing with
the ability to report suspicious messages using Report Phishing Button quickly

• Viewing how security peers have classified a suspicious email in using
IRONSCALES to help make informed decisions
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Starter™
The FREE StarterTM plan is ideal for small to medium organizations who
want to add Phishing Simulation Testing and Threat Management to
their security stack

Email Protect™
The Email ProtectTM Plan is Perfect for organizations looking for an
anti-phishing solution to protect their cloud-based email from threats
like BEC, ransomware, and more

Complete Protect™
The Complete ProtectTM plan is our most comprehensive email security
solution and includes ATO protection, Microsoft Teams® protection,
and Security Awareness Training (SAT)

IRONSCALES Security Solutions

Interested in partnering?
Ask about our 5-star award-winning program at
partners@ironscales.com

Prior to IRONSCALES, the team would spend anywhere
from eight to 20 hours a week recovering compromised
accounts. After we implemented the solution,
we reduced that by 85-90%, and we have very few
compromises. The team loves the solution.

JimWolff, DIRECTOROF TECHNOLOGY | Paramount School District

“
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Everything is just a click away,
from initial installation to threat
identification and removal.

Learn how working with IRONSCALES
makes us Safer Together.


